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Two operas staged in New Delhi recently
showcased the spirit of Spain

F or the first time two Spanish operas
were performed in India recently with an
entirely Indian cast under the guidance of
two Indian directors and local musicians.
Presented at New Delhi’s The Park Hotel and
the Lotus Temple Auditorium and at
Dehradun’s Welham’s School Auditorium by
the Instituto Cervantes and the Embassy of
Spain in collaboration with the Neemrana
Foundation, the production of Manuel de
Falla’s (the most distinguished Spanish
composer of the early 20th Century) the two
operas showcased the fusion of poetry,
asceticism and ardour that represents the
spirit of Spain at its best.

The artists of the Neemrana Foundation and
the Blind Relief Association presented Master
Peter’s Puppet Show – a performance
especially for children and inspired by a
chapter in the classic “Don Quixote” using
puppets, stage directed by puppeteer Varun
Narain.

Says Varun, “When Priya Warcziarg (managing
trustee, Neemrana Music Foundation) first
spoke to me about this project I found it
interesting. But when I listened to an earlier
version of the opera, I fell in love with the
music. In “El Retablo de Maese Pedro”, Falla
weaves an almost Harlequin haunted music
with very specific parts for very specific
puppet characters. The characters range from
regal Lords and Knights to powerful
dominant kings and damsels in distress.
More specifically, the basic story line is about
Don Quixote coming to watch a puppet
performance, and how he experiences the
show, and how by the end of it he enters right
into the puppet performance, unable to
distinguish fantasy from reality.”

The puppet-opera was in one act with a
prologue and epilogue and with its brief
length by operatic standards (27 minutes) and
its use of puppets, it does not belong to the
standard operatic repertoire and therefore
stands out with its performances. The puppet
story that unfolds during the course of this
unconventionally paced opera is about the
Emperor Charlemaign’s daughter Melisendra
who is held a prisoner in Saragossa and how
her husband Don Gayferos goes to rescue her
on horseback.

It was challenging to create puppets for the
opera. “Listening to Falla’s score as well as
understanding Quixote’s perception of this
show is what ruled the making of the
puppets. With not very much time, the
intense onset of a super dry summer really
helped the process,” smiles Varun. Explaining
the process, Varun says that he first created
all the puppets and then worked with
movement, improvisations and dance. The
opera has animated interludes of Knights
playing chess or Charlamaign hitting
Gayferos with his sceptre when Melisendra is
captured and many others.

“I realised that the depth of musical
interludes composed in the opera would
require more physical theatre theatre activity and
an understanding of the bizarre tempo
structures that ride this opera. I was,
therefore, extremely relieved when Anant
Dayal (actor, musician, story teller) and Raj K
Das (contemporary dancer and aerialist)
agreed to work with me on the performance,”
he elaborates.

He further explains, “Gayferos was a very
physical, animated, stylish and proud
character and his musical cues were very
specific: Anant’s work fitted the puppet
character with ease. King Marsillus’s
movements were powerful, yet light and at
times very masculine but arrogant: Raj’s
dance techniques brought out these qualities
in synchronised manner. While we fixed who
was working on which character, I
simultaneously, re-worked some details onto
each puppet as we fixed our right hand and
left and juxtaposed them with the
choreographies.”

It was then that Varun sat with the music
director to understand how he was working
on the score and the musicians, as the entire
orchestra was live as well as was the singing.
“Each element had to blend. The entire team
with the singer- actors, the children’s choir
and the orchestra rehearsed and gradually
out of the spilled jigsaw puzzle emerged a
complete picture”. Alquama, the costume
designer and the Neemrana production team
“rendered the human costumes to fit the
imagined visual style and time period of the
human characters.” The part of Don Quixote
was sung by Edwin Joseph, known for
performing the Beast in Disney’s musical
production of Beauty and the Beast in India.

“Life is Short”
The second opera, Life is Short featured a cast
of Indian opera performers under the stage
direction of Sunit Tandon. The opera is
Spain’s most widely performed and its
orchestral sections, especially the act 2 music,
published as Interlude and Dance, are
popular at Spanish music concerts. The opera
bring out the best of Spanish folkloric
tradition.

A lyrical drama in two acts, it was composed
by Falla in 1905 on a libretto by Fernández
Shaw. It premièred at the Municipal Casino,
Nice in April 1913. Set in Granada, the story is
of a young gypsy girl, Salud, passionately in
love with a young well-to-do man Paco who is
already to be married to another woman
Carmela. Her uncle and grandmother try to
prevent Salud from interrupting Paco's
wedding after she learns the truth. The
wedding takes place, observed, from the
street, by Salud. Confrontation (which from
several perspectives is the theme of the whole
opera) occurs after Salud and Sarvaor gate-
crash the festivities, astonishing the bride
and the guests and momentarily throwing
the mendacious groom so much off his guard
that he utters Salud's name before denying he
knows her. Heart-broken, Salud falls dead at
his feet.

The renowned Spanish pianist Oscar Lobete
forms an integral part of the musical
ensemble for both productions. “The only
challenge was to try to faithfully reflect the
music of Falla. It is elaborate music,” states
Oscar. “Master Pedro’s Puppet Theatre is an
opera that involves ancient instruments like
the harpsichord to evoke the era in which the
story was written by Cervantes (end of 16th
century). At the same time, the music is 20th
Century and also has various percussions. So
it really is a unique masterpiece”.

Talking about composing music for an opera,
Oscar says, “Staging an opera is one of the
most complex things that exists. There are so
many elements like the orchestra, soloists,
chorus, children, sets, staging, costumes,
dances, and in this case puppets, that were
made especially for the show. All these we put
together and coordinated musically. It is an
expensive and hard job, but it finally has a
great reward.”

Summing up the experience, Varun says, “It
was wonderful to experience how everyone
from children from the school for the blind,
to embassy officials, experienced music
directors, artists and singers all worked as
one, generously contributing their attention
and time to each detail of the production. At
times, I strongly felt that maybe Quixote’s
fantastical energy was whimsically
manipulating all us human beings into
telling the story.”
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